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Abstract
Background: The staging method, whereby a disorder is
characterized according to its seriousness, extension, development and features, is attracting increasing attention in
clinical psychology and psychiatry. The aim of this systematic review was to critically summarize the tools that are
available for reproducing and standardizing the clinical intuitions that are involved in a staging formulation. Methods: A
comprehensive research was conducted on the MEDLINE,
PsycINFO, EMBASE and Cochrane databases from inception
to May 2012. The following search terms were used: ‘stage/
staging’ AND ‘psychiatric disorder/mental disorder/schizophrenia/mood disorder/anxiety disorder/substance use disorder/eating disorder’. Results: A total of 78 studies were
identified for inclusion in the review. We discussed studies
addressing or related to the issue of staging in a number of
mental disorders (schizophrenia, unipolar depression, bipolar disorder, panic disorder, substance use disorders, anorexia and bulimia nervosa). The literature indicates that disorders have a longitudinal development or a treatment history
that can be categorized according to stages. We proposed
staging formulations for the above-mentioned psychiatric
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disorders. Conclusion: Staging models offer innovative assessment tools for clinical psychologists and psychiatrists.
Characterizing each stage of an illness demarcates major
prognostic and therapeutic differences among patients who
otherwise seem to be deceptively similar since they share
the same psychiatric diagnosis. A stage 0 to denote an at-risk
condition does not appear to be warranted at the current
state of research.
Copyright © 2012 S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Psychiatric diagnosis has attracted prominent attention in clinical psychology and psychiatry. The introduction of diagnostic criteria for the identification of psychiatric syndromes, such as the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) [1], has considerably
decreased the variance due to different assessors and the
use of inferential criteria rather than direct observation.
However, there is increasing awareness of the limitations
of the current diagnostic systems and concern about future DSM or International Classification of Diseases [2]
developments [3–5]. The customary clinical taxonomy in
psychiatry does not include, for instance, patterns of
symptoms, severity of illness or effects of comorbid conditions that demarcate major prognostic and therapeutic
differences among patients who otherwise seem to be deDr. Fiammetta Cosci
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ceptively similar since they share the same psychiatric
diagnosis [6]. Such specifications pertain to the concept
of clinimetrics [7], which indicates a domain concerned
with indexes, rating scales and other expressions used to
describe or measure symptoms, physical signs and other
distinctly clinical phenomena [8, 9].
The use of diagnostic criteria in clinical psychology
and psychiatry is derived from the traditional method of
clinical medicine in which the use of diagnostic criteria
provides operating specifications for making a clinical
decision about the existence of a particular disease. If a
disease is defined morphologically, the criteria contain
specifications for making a clinical diagnosis when the
definitive morphological evidence is not available. If a
disease is not defined morphologically, the criteria can
serve both to define the disease and to provide specifications for its diagnosis. The latter use is prevalent in clinical psychology and psychiatry.
However, there is another common and complementary method of classifying medical disorders, namely
staging. Once an index identifies the existence of a particular disease state, there is often a clinical need to rate
its seriousness, extent and characteristics. An example is
provided by the New York Heart Association Functional
Classification [10], which ranges from class I, i.e. patients
with cardiac disease without resulting limitations of
physical activity, to class IV, i.e. patients with cardiac disease with severe physical activity limitations. Staging has
also assumed paramount importance in clinical oncology, in which the stage of the disease often determines the
choice of treatment and indicates the prognosis. One of
the methods is the Ann Arbor staging classification of
lymphomas [11], in which the clinical stage is defined by
the apparent extent of disease based on physical and instrumental examination.
Notwithstanding the long tradition of staging in developmental psychology [12, 13], clinical psychology and
psychiatry had for a long time neglected staging as a model to classify the development of mental disorders. This
neglect has paralleled the reliance on cross-sectional descriptions instead of longitudinal study of prodromes, the
fully developed disorder and residual phase [14].
In 1993, Fava and Kellner [15] introduced the clinimetric concept of staging in psychiatric classification.
They developed staging methods for unipolar depression,
bipolar disorder, panic disorder and schizophrenia based
on the longitudinal development of a psychiatric disorder, ranging from the prodromal to the residual and
chronic forms. In the past decade there have been further
developments in the literature [16–24]. Such contribu-

tions have stressed the role of staging to improve the clinician’s capacity to select treatments relevant to earlier
stages, assuming that these interventions can be more effective and less harmful than treatments delivered later
in the course of the illness and that they might help prevent progression to more advanced stages or promote regression to an earlier stage. In this framework, it has been
proposed to develop ground rules for clarifying which
people are at risk of mental illness and what sequence of
established and novel or experimental therapeutic strategies is most likely to successfully achieve remission and
psychosocial recovery and reduce the risk of persistence
and recurrence.
To the best of our knowledge, there has not been a systematic review attempting to synthesize the different
models of staging currently known in clinical psychology
and psychiatry in order to update and expand the work
of Fava and Kellner [15]. We will not specifically review
the studies describing prodromal and/or residual symptomatology in the longitudinal development of disorders,
but we will mention their potential relevance to the construction of staging systems.
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Methods
Eligibility Criteria
Eligible articles included English-language papers published
in peer-reviewed journals reporting data on adult subjects with
psychiatric disorders according to the DSM-III, -IIIR, -IV or
-IVTR, the Research Diagnostic Criteria [25] or the International
Classification of Diseases. A further inclusion criterion for articles on staging models was that they had to propose a complete
staging model. Further inclusion criteria for articles on clinical
features were as follows: no additional co-occurring psychiatric
disorders (either Axis I or Axis II) or organic disease and inclusion of at least 10 patients. Additional inclusion criteria for articles
on treatment interventions were those chosen for articles on clinical features plus the following: inclusion of a comparison group
or a crossover design, and a double-blind design in the case of
pharmacological treatments or at least a single-blind design in the
case of nonpharmacological treatments.
Papers dealing exclusively with neuroanatomy or biological
markers were not included since this review was focused on staging models, their clinical features and treatment implications.
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Information Sources and Searches
The MEDLINE, PsycINFO, EMBASE and Cochrane databases were systematically searched from inception to May 2012. In
addition, a manual search was performed of reference lists from
all articles selected, for full-text reviews and relevant reviews.
The search terms were ‘stage/staging’, combined using the
Boolean ‘AND’ operator with ‘psychiatric disorder/mental disorder/schizophrenia/mood disorder/anxiety disorder/substance
use disorder/eating disorder’. In the online supplementary appen-

Results

Selection of Articles and Study Characteristics
A total of 78 studies (32 on staging models, 27 on clinical features and 19 on treatment) were identified for inclusion in the review. The search of MEDLINE, PsycINFO, EMBASE and Cochrane databases provided a total of
17,789 citations. After adjusting for duplicates and reviewing the abstracts to exclude those which clearly did
not meet the criteria, 362 remained. Of these, 281 studies
were discarded because they did not meet the inclusion
criteria. Three additional studies were discarded because
the full text of the paper was not available. No unpublished relevant studies were obtained (online suppl. fig. 1).
Schizophrenia
A first staging model of schizophrenia was proposed
by Fava and Kellner [15], as follows: prodromal symptoms
(mainly affective and negative symptoms), with deterioration of functioning, represented stage 1; the acute epi22
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sode was stage 2; residual symptoms were stage 3; subchronic symptoms (i.e. lasting less than 2 years but more
than 6 months) occurred at stage 4, and chronic symptoms (i.e. lasting more than 2 years) were stage 5.
In 2001, Lieberman et al. [27] proposed a model that
was only slightly different, with the inclusion of a premorbid stage and the existence of a chronic and a residual phase of illness at the same stage of the model.
Subsequently, McGorry and coworkers proposed another version that underwent various updates [19–23].
Stage 0 was represented by an increased risk of psychotic
(or severe mood) disorder although there were no current
symptoms. At stage 1a, there were mild or nonspecific
symptoms. At stage 1b, subjects presented moderate subthreshold symptoms. At stage 2, there was the onset of the
first episode of psychosis (or severe mood disorder mania
or depression). At stage 3a, an incomplete remission from
the first episode of care occurred. Stage 3b included recurrence or relapse of psychotic (or mood) disorder. Multiple relapses, when worsening in clinical extent and the
impact of illness, were objectively present at stage 3c.
Stage 4 referred to severe, persistent or unremitting illness.
Recently, Agius et al. [28] proposed 3 stages in the development of schizophrenia which differ only slightly
from those of Fava and Kellner [15]. In the first stage, that
is the prodrome phase, there is a loss of gray matter as well
as changes in cognition which develop as the illness develops. The second stage is characterized by the first episode of illness and progressive cognitive decline. At stage
3, schizophrenia was chronic, and disruptions in neurodevelopment or neural plasticity occurred.
On the basis of the above literature, we here propose
a staging model for schizophrenia with the aim of mediating and integrating those mentioned above (table 1).
This model, as well as all the other ones suggested here,
is based on the basic steps of a psychiatric disorder,
ranging from the prodromal to the residual/chronic
form, in a longitudinal view of development of disturbances [6], and finds support in the current literature.
Since more detailed models that may yield therapeutic
interventions in a preacute phase do not find adequate
support from the literature and need specific clinical
validation, stage 0 was not taken into account. In fact,
prodromal symptoms, which characterize stage 1, can
be appraised only retrospectively, and their predictive
power in the general population is very limited [29–32]
because of their nonspecific features. Residual symptoms at stage 3 are also nonspecific. Depression [30, 33],
trouble concentrating [30], trouble sleeping [30], being
Cosci /Fava
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dix (see www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000342243 for all online
suppl. material), we report the search strategy used for MEDLINE.
Titles and abstracts were screened by one reviewer (F.C.). Articles that appeared potentially relevant were retrieved, and two
reviewers (F.C. and G.A.F.) independently assessed each of the
full reports, arriving at a consensus regarding eligibility. For each
excluded study, we determined which elements of the electronic
search were not addressed.
When information about the methods or results was omitted,
the writers of the report were contacted to obtain the missing information. If duplicate publications were suspected, the authors
of the reports were contacted to receive further details. If duplicate publication was confirmed, only the report with the largest
sample size was included.
To ascertain the validity of eligible studies, two investigators
independently rated each study on the basis of the following
markers: (1) in the case of studies on staging models, presentation
of a complete model with motivation of its existence; (2) in the
case of studies on clinical features, homogeneity of samples with
regard to the diagnosis and age (equal to or greater than 18 years),
and (3) in the case of studies testing treatments, homogeneity of
samples with regard to the diagnosis and age (equal to or greater
than 18 years), inclusion of a comparison group, appropriate random allocation, blinding of participants, proportion of patients
lost to follow-up and stopping of trials early for benefit.
Any disagreements were resolved by consensus.
The search strings and the list of relevant reviews that were
used with the literature search, the data coding and the quality
criteria that were used can be requested from the corresponding
author.
The methods described here fulfilled Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines [26].

tense and nervous, restlessness and loss of interest [33]
are common.
Many opinion papers on the treatment of specific stages of illness have been published. For instance, Lieberman et al. [27] proposed no treatments at the premorbid
and prodromal stage, antipsychotic drugs for the acute
phase and antipsychotics, although having limited efficacy, for the chronic/residual stage. However, the evidence to support these decisions is really limited. One
study showed that the likelihood of successful resolution
of a prodrome increased over time under fluphenazine
compared to placebo [34]. Herz et al. [35] found that a
program for relapse prevention was more effective than
treatment as usual in reducing relapse and rehospitalization rates among schizophrenic outpatients. Another
study, comparing integrated psychological intervention
and supportive counseling administered at the early initial prodromal stage to prevent psychosis, showed that the
first was superior to the second at the 12- and 24-month
follow-up [36].

Unipolar Depression
Fava and Kellner [15] described a staging model of unipolar depression that was updated in 2007 [37]. The prodromal phase was characterized by the onset of depressive symptoms, mainly anxiety, irritable mood, anhedonia and sleep disorders. At stage 2, subjects suffered a
major depressive episode, then a residual phase (stage 3)
may occur with no depressive symptoms or with dysthymia. Stage 4 was characterized by recurrent depression or
double depression, while at stage 5, subjects had a chronic major depressive episode lasting at least 2 years without
interruptions.
In 2008, Hetrick et al. [38] suggested a similar staging
model; however, their model did not include dysthymia
and referred to neurocognition and disability.
We here propose an updated version of the Fava and
Tossani [37] model (table 2).
Generalized anxiety and irritability seem to be the
most common prodromes of unipolar depression. Other
symptoms which can characterize stage 1 are impaired
activities [39], depressed mood [39], guilt, anorexia [39],
fatigue and initial and delayed insomnia. Prodromes increase the risk of the occurrence of major depression [40,
41], are quite similar to residual symptoms [42, 43] and
can be the front door to relapse [44–46]. This parallels the
fact that patients with ‘double depression’ are less likely
to recover and more likely to relapse [37]. Residual symptoms may occur at stage 3. They frequently mirror the
prodromal stage [44]. Decreased somatic anxiety, increased psychological anxiety, appetite, libido or hypochondriasis were found to be predictors of relapse/recurrence in patients who responded to acute-phase continuation-phase cognitive therapy [47].
A strong relationship between prodromal and residual
symptoms has been substantiated since almost 70% of residual symptoms are present in the prodromal phase of
the illness [42]. Similarly, the link between dysthymia
and a relapse of unipolar depression has been widely confirmed. Klein et al. [48] observed that about 74% of patients with dysthymic disorder who recovered from a major depressive episode for the second time experienced
another relapse into depression, for an estimated relapse
rate of 93.2%. In addition, about 24% of dysthymic disorder patients who had recovered had a relapse into chronic depression [49].
In two randomized controlled trials [50, 51], psychotherapeutic intervention was applied according to the
staging method developed by Fava and Kellner [15] and
was found to yield long-term benefits. Patients with major depressive disorder successfully treated with antide-
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Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4

prodromal phase with deterioration of functioning
acute manifestations
residual phase
chronic phase (in attenuated or persistent form)

Table 2. Staging of unipolar depression

Stage 1

Stage 2
Stage 3

Stage 4
Stage 5

prodromal phase
a no depressive symptoms (generalized anxiety,
irritability, anhedonia, sleep disorders) with mild
functional change or decline
b mood symptoms (sad mood, subsyndromal
depression)
major depressive episode
residual phase
a no depressive symptoms (sleep disturbance,
generalized anxiety, irritability, anorexia, impaired
libido)
b mood symptoms (depressed mood, guilt,
hopelessness)
c dysthymia
a recurrent depression
b double depression
chronic major depressive episode
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Table 1. Staging of schizophrenia
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treatment-refractory depression and chronic resistant
depression were arbitrarily chosen. The model from the
Massachusetts General Hospital was based on limited
data reliability and scores attributed arbitrarily to each
treatment.
The Massachusetts General Hospital Staging Method
and the TR-S have been tested as predictors of remission
status. According to Petersen et al. [57], the Massachusetts General Hospital Staging Method demonstrated significantly greater ability to predict nonremission than
the TR-S. This study has been criticized for the relatively
small sample size, the use of chart review methodology
and the probable nongeneralizability of the findings to
other populations [56].
More recently, a multidimensional staging model, the
Maudsley Staging Method, was proposed [58, 59]. In addition to the number of failed treatment trials, it incorporated factors considered to be closely related to the depressive illness itself, namely the duration and severity of
the illness, treatment failure with antidepressants, use of
augmentation and use of electroconvulsive therapy. In
the end, the stage of treatment resistance was represented
as a single score ranging from 3 to 15.
An attempt to integrate the four models is proposed in
table 3. The basic principle is that it is quite different to
treat a patient with a major depressive episode who displayed a positive response to previous therapeutic trials
(stage 0) and a patient who failed to respond to various
adequate trials, including one involving augmentation/
combination (stage 4) [6]. In our model, the expression
‘therapeutic’ means either psychopharmacological therapy or psychotherapy.
Classifying the treatment response of each patient can
shed some light on whether long-term treatment with antidepressive agents may increase susceptibility to subsequent episodes [60] or lead to tardive dysphoria [61] or
supersensitivity phenomena [62] and on the mechanisms
of loss of clinical response during long-term antidepressant treatment [60].
Bipolar Disorder
Carlson and Goodwin [63] described how inpatients
with mania go through 3 different stages. The initial
phase is characterized by somewhat pressured speech,
elation and hyperactivity. The second stage is characterized by paranoid, hypertalkative and grandiose features.
The final stage involves delusions, sexual worries, lability
and anger [63]. Later on, Fava and Kellner [15] referred to
a staging model of mania with the following 4 phases: (1)
prodromal (i.e. increased self-confidence, energy and
Cosci /Fava
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pressant drugs were randomly assigned to cognitive behavioral treatment (CBT) or clinical management of residual symptoms. The group that received CBT had a
significantly lower level of residual symptoms in comparison with the clinical management group. CBT also
resulted in a lower rate of relapse at 2–6 years of followup. This approach was then validated by other randomized controlled trials, in which cognitive behavioral strategies applied to remitted patients were found to improve
the long-term outcome of major depression compared to
clinical management or treatment as usual [52].
Several efforts have also been made to develop methods to stage the degree of treatment resistance in patients
with unipolar depression. Thase and Rush [53] proposed
a 5-stage model (TR-S) that yields a categorical assignment of degree of resistance. Patients were classified according to the number and classes of antidepressants that
failed to produce a response, with staging moving from
more common to less common treatments. Thus, for instance, stage I was characterized by failure of at least 1
adequate trial of 1 major class of antidepressant.
According to a second model, called the European approach [54], stage A represented no response to 1 adequate antidepressant trial lasting 6–8 weeks; treatmentrefractory depression, stage B, was the failure of 2 or more
adequate trials of different antidepressants given in adequate dosages for a period of at least 12–16 weeks but no
longer than 1 year, and chronic resistant depression (stage
C) was characterized as resistance to several antidepressant trials, including augmentation strategy, lasting 12
months or more. This was in contrast to the TR-S, which
referred to resistance as the failure of at least 1 adequate
trial. Additionally, Souery et al. [54] proposed a condition
called chronic resistant depression.
A group from the Massachusetts General Hospital formulated a slightly different approach that considers both
the number of failed trials and the intensity or optimization of each trial without assumptions regarding the hierarchy of antidepressant classes. This method generated
a continuous variable reflecting the degree of resistance
in depression and ranging from 0 to 5 [55].
The limitations of the three models were described by
Berlim and Turecki [56]. The TR-S lacked exploration of
the degree of dosing/duration of treatment, assumed that
nonresponse to 2 agents of different classes is more difficult to treat than nonresponse to 2 agents of the same
class and made an implicit hierarchy of treatments not
accounting for the role of augmentation and combination
strategies. With reference to the European criteria, the
duration of adequate trials and the distinction between

elated mood); (2) hypomania; (3) manic episode without
psychotic features, and (4) manic episode with psychotic
features.
Over time, several models of bipolar disorder have
been proposed. According to McGorry et al. [19, 22, 23]
and Berk et al. [64, 65], bipolar disorder begins with an
at-risk, asymptomatic period, where a range of risk factors may be operating (stage 0). Thereafter, individuals
exhibit mild or nonspecific symptoms (stage 1a) and
progress to manifest prodromal symptoms (stage 1b).
Prodromal symptoms may then culminate in a first
threshold episode of illness (stage 2), more commonly depressive, which may be followed by a first relapse, of either subthreshold (stage 3a) or threshold illness (stage
3b), and a subsequent pattern of remission and recurrences (stage 3c). While some individuals may recover syndromally or symptomatically, others may have an unremitting or treatment-refractory course (stage 4). Suggest-

ed treatments were family education and drug use
education/reduction at all stages; mental health literacy
and brief cognitive skills training at stage 0; mental health
literacy, counseling, problem solving and exercise at stage
1a; CBT, social cognition interventions and neuroprotective agents at stage 1b; CBT, atypical antipsychotics and
vocational rehabilitation at stage 2; long-term stabilization at stage 3, and clozapine, augmentation strategies
and assertive community treatment at stage 4.
This model was recently revised by McNamara et al.
[66]. The main difference is that only 3 stages were included; the unremitting/treatment-refractory course was
not taken into account and the high-risk condition was
placed at stage 1 rather than at stage 0, meaning that it is
part of the illness. As a consequence, stage 2 was characterized by prodromal clinical features and stage 3 by mania.
A different staging model was hypothesized by Kapczinski et al. [67] and included a latent stage, referring to
the condition of being at risk for developing bipolar disorder because of a positive family history or mood/anxiety symptoms, and 4 clinical stages. Stage I included euthymia without overt psychiatric symptoms; stage II was
characterized by interepisodic symptoms; stage III involved marked cognitive and functional impairment, and
at stage IV the cognitive and functional impairment was
so severe as to make the patient no longer autonomous.
Mood stabilizer monotherapy and psychoeducation were
suggested for stage I, pharmacotherapy plus psychotherapy and the treatment of comorbidities for stage II, complex regimens of treatment for stage III and palliative
treatment and day care centers for stage IV.
We propose an integrative model of staging (table 4)
that acknowledges the lack of evidence supporting the
definition of a stage 0 (at risk). Indeed, risk factors and
prodromal symptoms are not sufficiently specific and do
not necessarily imply evolution toward the illness [44].
Stage 1 is characterized by prodromal symptoms.
There is high interindividual variability between patients
that does not allow recognition of a specific prodromal
phase. However, prodromal symptoms tend to be consistent within the same individual and this allows room for
early intervention [44]. Cyclothymic disorder may also
represent a precursor of bipolar disorder as well as a formally acknowledged subtype of subthreshold bipolar disorder [68, 69]. Cyclothymic individuals report short cycles of depression and hypomania that fail to meet the
duration criteria for major affective syndromes. The use
of an item of the Clinical Interview for Depression [70],
reactivity to social environment, was found to character-
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Stage 0
Stage 1
Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

no history of failure to respond to therapeutic trial
failure of at least 1 adequate therapeutic trial
duration of trial: 6–8 weeks
failure of at least 2 adequate therapeutic trials
duration of each trial from 12 to 16 weeks to 36 weeks
to 1 year
failure of 3 or more adequate therapeutic trials
duration of each trial from 12 to 16 weeks to 36 weeks
to 1 year
failure of 3 or more adequate trials including at
least 1 involving augmentation/combination or
electroconvulsive therapy
duration of each trial at least 3 months

Table 4. Staging of bipolar disorder

Stage 1

Stage 2
Stage 3

Stage 4

a mild or nonspecific symptoms of mood disorder/
prodromal phase (e.g. increased self-confidence,
energy and elated mood, mood swings)
b cyclothymia
acute manifestations of major depressive disorder and
mania/hypomania
residual phase symptoms with marked impairment in
cognition and functioning despite mood-stabilizing
treatment
acute episodes despite mood-stabilizing treatment
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Table 3. Staging of levels of treatment resistance of unipolar de-

pression
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Panic Disorder
Fava and Kellner [15] described a staging model for
panic disorder (PD) with agoraphobia based on the fact
that, in a substantial proportion of patients, agoraphobia,
hypochondriacal fears and beliefs and generalized anxiety precede the first panic attack. However, for some patients, the first panic attack can apparently occur without
conspicuous prodromal symptoms, while anticipatory
anxiety, phobic avoidance and hypochondriasis may develop subsequently. For this reason, they also mentioned
Sheehan and Sheehan [76], who outlined a different staging process, as follows: stage 1 (subpanic), characterized
by panic attacks with limited symptoms; stage 2 (panic);
stage 3 (hypochondriasis); stage 4 (single phobia, that is
the setting in which panic occurs); stage 5 (social phobia);
stage 6 (agoraphobia), and stage 7 (depression).
An updated version of the Fava and Kellner staging
model of panic [15] was presented in 2008 [77]. The first
step was pre-agoraphobia with predisposing factors, such
as health anxiety and anxiety sensitivity, genetic vulnerability, premorbid personality, hypochondriacal fears
and beliefs and impaired psychological well-being. The
relative weight of these factors may vary from patient to
patient and lead to subtle avoidance patterns and ultimately to agoraphobia (stage 2). Thus, panic attacks start.
Health anxiety may turn into hypochondriasis and/or
disease phobia and/or thanatophobia. Demoralization
and/or major depression may occur (stage 3). The duration of PD with agoraphobia can predispose to the development of other psychiatric complications, notably depression. Moreover, agoraphobia may become more severe and hypochondriacal fears and beliefs may be
accentuated (stage 4).
Considering the phenomenology of panic attacks, it
has been suggested that truly spontaneous attacks, not
preceded by anxiety-provoking cognitions, are uncommon. Patients meeting positive criteria for PD tend to suffer from the whole range of anxiety disorders, and a
unique relationship with agoraphobia has not been seen.
Indeed, other diagnoses (particularly social phobia and
generalized anxiety disorder) frequently predate the onset of panic and agoraphobia [77]. If the onset of PD is
conceptualized as a stage of development of anxiety disorders (whether agoraphobia or social phobia or generalized anxiety disorder) and hypochondriasis, instead of a
specific disease, the diagnostic sharpness is increased
and undifferentiated treatment, which may leave substantial areas of nonresponse, can be substituted with
stage-guided therapeutic tools [77]. Fava et al. [77] suggested considering the onset of PD as a stage of developCosci /Fava
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ize the clinical features [69] and response to treatment
[71] of cyclothymic disorder.
Stage 2 refers to acute manifestations of major depressive disorder and mania/hypomania, while residual
symptoms characterize stage 3. They might represent
persistent illness, that is the original illness continuing in
milder form, despite stabilizing treatment, or the phenomena preceding and underlying the acute episode of
illness [39]. Common residual symptoms may be behavioral (i.e. being slowed down, late for work, still overactive, more subdued), cognitive (i.e. fear of relapse, low
self-esteem, guilt), affective (i.e. irritability, anxiety, sadness, worry, low energy, sleep problems) or social (i.e. feeling distant from others, alienation) [72]. Residual symptoms may develop into a full affective episode despite stabilizing treatment and characterize stage 4 of our model.
There have been a number of suggestions as to stagespecific treatments [19, 22, 23, 64–67]. A randomized
controlled trial [73], confirmed by studies on psychoeducation [74], demonstrated the feasibility of early intervention aimed at recognizing prodromal symptomatology.
Programs for the early detection and control of hypomanic episodes, based on appraisal of individual prodromal symptoms and intermittent use of lithium, have also
been described in bipolar disorder [74] and cyclothymia
[71].
The presence of residual symptoms at stage 3 connotes
a phase of the illness where the value of psychotherapeutic treatment, in addition to pharmacotherapy, may be
considerable. There is some evidence that psychotherapeutic approaches in this stage may be more effective
than those that are started in the acute manifestation of
illness (stage 2) [74], as was found to be the case in unipolar depression [52].
A comment on the implicit concepts built into the
staging model of bipolar disorder seems necessary. In
clinical medicine it is common to think that the earlier in
the progression of a disease a diagnosis occurs, the more
likely it is that symptoms will have a benign course. On
the basis of this observation, several authors concluded
that the earlier the diagnosis is made, the earlier the treatment is initiated and the greater are the chances of a treatment response, which in turn confers a better prognosis
[75]. For this reason, a growing body of literature is exploring the possible allegedly neuroprotective effects of
psychotropic drugs. However, data supporting this neuroprotection are missing, and psychotropic drugs may be
associated with adverse metabolic effects [66] and entail
sensitizing effects potentially leading to a malignant
course [60, 62].

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

prodromal phase: subclinical symptoms of agoraphobia and/or social phobia and/or generalized anxiety
disorder and/or hypochondriasis
acute manifestations of agoraphobia and/or social
phobia and/or generalized anxiety disorder and/or hypochondriasis
panic disorder with worsening of anxiety and hypochondriacal symptoms; demoralization and/or major
depression may occur
chronic panic disorder and agoraphobia and/or social
phobia and/or generalized anxiety disorder and/or hypochondriasis (in attenuated or persistent form); increased liability to major depression

Table 6. Staging of levels of treatment resistance in panic disorder

Stage 0
Stage 1
Stage 2

no history of failure to respond to a therapeutic trial
failure of at least 1 adequate therapeutic trial (either
pharmacological or psychological)
failure of at least 2 adequate therapeutic trials, including
at least 1 psychological
failure of 3 or more adequate therapeutic trials, including at least 1 involving psychotherapy
failure of 3 or more adequate therapeutic (either pharmacological or psychological) trials, including at least 1
involving a psychotherapy/pharmacotherapy combination

residual symptoms may become the final target of therapy since they constitute a substantial risk of relapse [79].
This has been clearly outlined in the long-term outcome
of patients with PD treated with behavioral interventions
[81]. Another interesting proposal could be stage-oriented therapy, which is a specific therapy planned to treat a
specific stage of the illness in order to produce additional
benefits. Up to now, unfortunately, only a few studies
have used the staging model to test pharmacological/psychological intervention efficacy, and none satisfied our
inclusion criteria.
Considering that treatment resistance in PD is a growing and emerging issue [82, 83], we here propose staging
levels of treatment resistance (table 6). At stage 1, a pharmacological/psychological intervention fails to give benefits; at stage 2, the failure involves 2 different interventions, including at least 1 involving psychotherapeutic
treatment; stage 3 involves the failure of 3 or more adequate therapeutic interventions, including at least 1 involving psychotherapy, and at stage 4 there is failure of 3
or more adequate therapeutic trials, including at least 1
combination of psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy.

ment of anxiety disorders and hypochondriasis, instead
of a specific disease.
The model of PD that is depicted in table 5 has wide
support in the literature. An analysis of subclinical symptomatology [78, 79] concluded that the most common
prodromal symptoms were depressed mood, illness phobia, distress and avoidance of closed spaces, excessive
worries, negative affectivity, anxiety sensitivity and
health anxiety or fear of disease, whereas frequent residual symptoms were generalized anxiety, somatic anxiety,
low self-esteem, agoraphobia, hypochondriasis, reduced
psychological and physical well-being, limited symptoms
of panic attacks, anticipatory anxiety and depression.
Viewing the longitudinal development of panic according to stages may entail an advantage for monitoring
the patient’s progress [80]. Because of the chronic nature
of PD, the emphasis of treatment has been shifted more
and more to the long-term outcome; the disappearance of

Substance Use Disorders
Langenbucher and Chung [84] proposed 3 stages for
the development of alcohol use disorders. The first was
alcohol abuse, the second dependence and the third accommodation to the illness, consisting of curtailing important activities to drink and spending a great deal of
time drinking. Later on, Chung et al. [85] found 4 stages
of development of alcohol abuse/dependence. Stage 1 was
abuse; stage 2 was what they called ‘consequation’, that is
social, medical and psychological problems and attempts
to quit or cut down; stage 3 was accommodation to the
illness, and stage 4 was characterized by physiological dependence.
In table 7, we integrate the above models. Stage 1 represents alcohol abuse; stage 2 involves decreased functioning and attempts to cut down; at stage 3, tolerance is
evident and alcohol abuse becomes severe, and finally alcohol dependence occurs (stage 4). Since in this model the
stages refer to the DSM diagnosis of alcohol abuse and
dependence, the treatments proposed are those included
in the more recent guidelines [86, 87], and the staging
system for treatment resistance suggested here (table 8) is
based on their work.
A staging model has also been applied for remission;
substance abstinence tends to be an ongoing process from
dependence through abuse and misuse, before quitting.
Moreover, after remission, prodromal symptoms (e.g.
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Stage 3
Stage 4
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Table 5. Staging of panic disorder
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Table 7. Staging of alcohol use disorders

Stage 1
Stage 2

Stage 3
Stage 4

prodromal phase: alcohol abuse
acute manifestations: important activities are cut down
in order to drink, a great deal of time is spent drinking,
several attempts to quit or cut down are undertaken
without success
residual phase: several activities are given up, tolerance
is present and role interference is evident
chronic (in attenuated or persistent form): alcohol dependence

Table 8. Staging of levels of treatment resistance in alcohol use
disorders

Stage 0
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3

Stage 4

no history of failure to respond to therapeutic trial
failure of at least 1 psychological intervention trial
failure of at least 2 adequate psychological intervention
trials
failure of 3 or more psychological intervention trials
and a community-based assisted withdrawal/
inpatient care
failure of 3 or more adequate therapeutic (psychological or pharmacological intervention) trials including at
least 1 intensive and structured community-based intervention to prevent relapses

In 1994, Prochaska et al. [97] successfully tested this
model in quitting smoking and in cocaine cessation;
thereafter it was applied in opiate addicts [98–100] and in
alcohol abuse [101–103].
Notwithstanding the literature suggesting the conceptual validity [104] and the practical usefulness of the
TTM (e.g. a standard practice is to set a quit date during
smoking cessation on the assumption that abrupt attempts to quit are less likely to succeed) [105–108], serious
problems with the TTM have been articulated [104, 109–
125]. In this context, West [107] pointed out the limits of
such a model, proposing instead a new theory, the plans,
responses, impulses, motives and evaluations model [107,
108]. Unfortunately, literature on the validity of this new
theory and its usefulness in clinical practice is still lacking. Moreover, while replicating the study of Callaghan et
al. [126], which did not support the validity of the TTM,
Heather et al. [127] obtained different results, and a recent
meta-analysis claimed the usefulness of TTM stages of
change in predicting important treatment outcome meaCosci /Fava
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substance misuse) tend to become the residual symptomatology which may progress to be prodromal symptoms
of relapse. Accordingly, Yeh et al. [88] found that alcoholdependent individuals free themselves of addiction progressively via 3 phases. The first phase was the indulgence, ambivalence and attempt cycle (i.e. the sufferer is
trapped in a cycle of attempting to give up and failing).
The second phase was the turning point, which included
the personal nadir (i.e. they are in despair and afraid of
dying) and self-belief and acceptance (i.e. they admit to
themselves that they are drunkards and desperate and
make a constant effort to remain sober). In the third
phase, they embrace the idea of change and self-rescue.
In a study by Favrat et al. [89], a clinically relevant
staging system based on patients’ characteristics on admission, which accurately predicts adverse outcomes in a
methadone maintenance program, was developed. This
system was composed of 4 main predictors for treatment
retention: quantity of heroin used, history of previous incarceration, previous remand in a reform school and
medical illnesses related to heavy drug use.
Motivation to undergo treatment and change behavior
has also been submitted to a staging system and may yield
valuable insights into the psychological resistance of patients [6]. Prochaska and DiClemente [90–94] developed
a seminal example of clinical staging in substance use
disorders which is called the transtheoretical model
(TTM) of change. This is an integrative and comprehensive model of behavior change [90–94] postulating that
people progress through 5 stages when changing behaviors. When they do not recognize that a problem exists
and have no intention to change, it is the ‘pre-contemplation’ stage. The ‘contemplation’ stage is marked by ambivalence and inaction. In ‘preparation/determination’,
the individual perceives a significant discrepancy between the current and desired status, becoming committed and preparing to change. Implementing a plan to
change one’s behavior reflects the ‘action’ stage. Finally,
in the ‘maintenance’ stage, the subject solidifies the new
pattern of behavior and focuses on avoiding relapse. Prochaska and Norcross [95] also defined a sixth stage, ‘termination’, in which the individual has completed the process of change, has a high level of confidence across all
high-risk situations and no temptation to relapse. The
TTM proposed that individuals move sequentially
through the stages but may revert to earlier stages before
achieving complete abstinence. It also propounded that
incremental moves through the stages, independently of
an active attempt to quit, predict higher eventual levels of
abstinence [96].

Eating Disorders
The earliest description of anorexia nervosa (AN)
made reference to the concept of stages; Lasegue [129] described a gradual descent into the illness, distinguishing
3 phases in its progression. The first was marked by an
‘uneasiness and fullness’ after eating with reduction of
food intake. The second was characterized by severe restriction, increased activity levels and ‘an intellectual
perversion’ resulting in a complete denial of the illness.
The third stage involved extreme emaciation, laborious
exercise and ‘general debility’. Later on, Halmi [130] considered an acute stage versus a refeeding one, or a chronic and a recovered stage of the illness. Other authors described a progression through stages, with the chronic
phase receiving more attention. Klein and Walsh [131]
observed that weight loss in AN was usually accomplished primarily through a reduction in food intake,
which often progressed through stages. First, all foods
that could potentially contain fat were eliminated, and
thus only ‘safe’ foods were consumed. Thinness became
an increasingly salient goal, and growing attention was
paid to body weight, shape and size. Idiosyncratic rules
developed around when, what and how much a person
permits herself to eat and around how much exercise was
required. At the outset of the disorder, weight loss may be
socially reinforced. Under pressure to gain weight, individuals often turned to deception. Not uncommonly,
they hide weight loss from family members, social avoidance facilitated progressive weight loss, and alcoholism
might occur.

More recently, Maguire et al. [132] proposed a staging
model of AN which took into account the severity and
duration of the illness.
On the basis of the above literature, we propose in table 9 a staging model for AN. Such a model finds support
in the literature, which showed that the course of AN is
characterized by high rates of partial recovery and low
rates of full recovery [133] and that full remission/recovery is more stable than the stage of partial remission [134].
No indications are available on a stage-oriented use of
therapeutic tools, such as psychotherapy [135].
The concept of clinical staging has also been applied
to bulimia nervosa (BN). Klein and Walsh [131] suggested
that BN typically begins during or following a diet. At
some point, a behavioral method is discovered that promises to rid the body of unwanted calories. Thereafter, initially great satisfaction may be experienced that appealing food may be eaten without weight gain. As the disorder progresses, perceived control over eating diminishes.
Inappropriate compensatory behaviors and self-imposed
caloric restriction stimulate hunger and binge eating and
a vicious cycle develops.
We propose a staging model which takes into account
the literature (table 10). Stage 1 is characterized by prodromal symptoms (e.g. anorexia, low self-esteem); at
stage 2, the acute episode of illness occurs; it may then
leave residual symptoms (stage 3) and an attenuated or
persistent form of the illness (stage 4). Indeed, Raffi et al.
[136] found that BN patients report prodromal symptoms
before the onset of the disorder; anorexia, low self-esteem, depressed mood, anhedonia, generalized anxiety
and irritability were the most common. Less common
were reactivity and phobic avoidance. Thus, subclinical
mood disorder, especially if combined with stressful life
circumstances, may produce an allostatic load [137–139]
which increases the probability of developing BN.
An interesting application of DiClemente and Prochaska’s stages of change model occurred in eating disorders. Ward et al. [140] assessed stages of change and processes used to achieve them and found that contemplation and pre-contemplation were the most common
stages. The most frequently used processes of change
were self-reevaluation, helping relationships and consciousness raising, with different processes predominating at different stages. Blake et al. [141] found that the vast
majority of BN outpatients were in the action stage,
whereas the AN outpatients were more distributed across
the stages, with half in the pre-contemplation and contemplation stages. Jordan et al. [142] proposed 5 stages in
eating disorders: pre-contemplators were not thinking
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Stage 1
Stage 2

Stage 3
Stage 4

prodromal phase: ‘uneasiness and fullness’ after eating,
reduction of food intake, choice of ‘safe’ food
acute manifestations: severe restriction, increased activity levels, complete denial of the illness, growing attention to body weight/shape/size, social impairment
residual phase
chronic (in attenuated or persistent form): extreme
emaciation, laborious exercise and ‘general debility’;
risk of co-occurrence of other psychiatric disorder (e.g.
alcohol use disorder)

sures [128]. As a consequence, Norcross et al. [128] proposed a brief outline of research-supported therapist behaviors that can enhance treatment outcomes, including,
among others, assessment of the stage of change and tailoring of the treatment processes to the stages.
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Table 9. Staging of anorexia nervosa

Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4

prodromal phase: anorexia, low self-esteem, depressed
mood, anhedonia, generalized anxiety and irritability
acute manifestations: diminished perceived control
over eating, inappropriate compensatory behaviors
residual phase
chronic (in attenuated or persistent form): self-imposed caloric restriction stimulates hunger and binge
eating and a vicious cycle develops

about and not planning to recover from anorexia/bulimia
in the following 6 months; contemplators were thinking
about trying to recover in 6 months; preparers intended
to start trying to recover in 30 days; those in action had
been actively recovering from their eating disorder for
fewer than 6 months, and those in maintenance had been
in active recovery (or recovered) for more than 6 months.
They found that stopping restricting/bingeing/purging
was the best measure of stage of change for recovery from
AN. In contrast, Hasler et al. [143] observed that the stages of change are an independent dimension. Maguire et
al. [132] noted that an individual’s stage of change is only
one marker of the illness within a variety of different disease presentations. An individual can be at severe medical risk as a consequence of AN, yet still present in a highly motivated stage of change.

Discussion

Clinical psychologists and psychiatrists constantly use
staging systems. However, these systems derive from
their own clinical experiences and tend to be idiosyncratic. Aside from the severity of the disorder, the clinician may weigh factors such as patients’ social support
and their adaptation, resilience and reaction to previous
conflicts, threats or losses, or the clinician may assess
motivation and anticipate compliance with treatment.
All of these can influence the choice of treatment and reflect on the prognosis. This diverse assessment might be
made among patients who share the same diagnosis.
Thus, the clinician tends to use subclassifications within
a diagnostic category, some of which contain elements of
staging [15].
Staging in most disorders cannot be separated from an
evaluation of the patient’s premorbid personality and
personality traits. After the acute phase of a psychiatric
30
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disorder, it may be difficult to assess whether partial or
full remission has occurred unless the assessor knew the
patient well before the onset of the disorder. Attenuated
symptoms may be observed after recovery from a psychiatric disorder, and their nature is sometimes uncertain;
the residual symptoms may be caused by a partial persistence of the disorder or an aggravation of a preexisting
abnormal personality trait. Such an aggravation may be
caused by various factors like, for instance, life events or
stressors. Alternatively, it may be a consequence of the
psychosocial effects of the recent psychiatric disorder as
the effect of allostatic load, or a combination of these factors and others previously discussed [15].
The present systematic review suggests staging models
as a proper assessment of the longitudinal development
of mental disorders, such as schizophrenia, unipolar depression, bipolar disorder, PD, substance use disorders
and eating disorders. Staging differs from the conventional diagnostic practice in that it not only defines the
extent of progression of a disorder at a particular point in
time but also where a person is currently located along
the continuum of the course of illness.
There also appears to be a relationship between residual and prodromal symptomatology. Detre and Jarecki
[144] provided a model for relating prodromal and residual symptomatology in psychiatric illness, defined as
the rollback phenomenon: as the illness remits, it progressively recapitulates, although in reverse order. Certain prodromal symptoms may be overshadowed by the
acute manifestation of the disorder but persist as residual
symptoms and progress to become prodromes of relapse.
In fact, prodromal symptoms of relapse tend to mirror
those of the initial episode [44]. According to the rollback
model, there is also a temporal relationship between the
time of development of a disorder and the duration of the
phase of recovery. This has several exemplifications in
clinical medicine. For instance, herpes zoster (chicken
pox) has a sudden onset and quick recovery in children,
whereas it develops insidiously and tends to have a long
residual phase in adults.
Feinstein [145] also remarked that, when making a diagnosis, thoughtful clinicians seldom leap from a clinical manifestation to diagnostic end points. Instead, the
clinical reasoning, as well as the clinical judgment,
should go through a series of ‘transfer stations’ where
potential connections between presenting symptoms
and pathophysiological processes are drawn. The stations are a pause for verification or change to another
direction. This strategy particularly applies to psychiatric disorders. An initial state of generalized anxiety may
Cosci /Fava
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Table 10. Staging of bulimia nervosa

assume phobic connotations at some later point in time.
If major depression then ensues, mood symptomatology
may overshadow the previous anxiety disturbances, but
the diagnosis of depression is only a transfer from prodromal to residual anxiety [6, 52]. Thus, staging is an assessment strategy that allows the clinician to go through
the diagnostic transfer stations and formulate clinical
reasoning. This clinimetric perspective provides an intellectual home for the reproduction and standardization of clinical intuitions [8].
In 1967, Alvan Feinstein [146] urged clinicians to develop a ‘basic science’ of their own to study clinical phenomena directly, specify the importance of different
types of clinical data, create appropriate systems of taxonomy for classifying the information and develop intellectual models and pragmatic methods that would articulate the clinical process and use the results for quantified analyses. Such a line of research, which affects
clinical decision making, has been neglected.
Exclusive reliance on diagnostic criteria has impoverished the clinical process and does not reflect the complex thinking that underlies decisions in psychiatric
practice. The use of transfer stations with repeated assessments instead of diagnostic endpoints; the building of
global formulations of clinical integration; staging methods, and expansion and better organization of clinical information, encompassing subclinical distress, illness behavior, lifestyle and psychological well-being, may be an
antidote to oversimplified models that derive from biological reductionism, neglect individual responses to
treatment and clash with clinical reality [6].

There is a need for filtering treatment options with
clinical judgment and patient-specific problems that take
into account individual staging classifications [147]. This
is what actually occurs in clinical practice but it is often
dismissed as an expression of highly subjective clinical
evaluation [148]. An effective use of staging requires the
availability of specific instruments that may increase interrater reliability; however, there have been only limited
efforts in this direction [9, 149].
According to the present review, clinical staging models are currently available for certain psychiatric disorders, and an increasing body of research supports the existence of stages in the longitudinal development of such
disorders. Treatment implications of clinical staging are
still not completely clear. Even though many authors
claim that clinical staging allows early pharmacological
intervention, thus preventing the onset or stopping the
development of a psychiatric disorder, there is currently
no firm evidence to support such opinion. Since prodromal symptomatology achieves its specificity only in light
of the individual history of the patient, its appraisal can
only be retrospective and does not lend itself to intervention procedures before the occurrence of the acute manifestations of the disorder.
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